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AgileXRM brings true

Business Process Management and Dialogs

to the Microsoft Power Platform /

Dataverse (CDS) delivering its Low-Code promise
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Low-Code Solution for Building 

Model-Driven Business Apps

▪ Create explicit process models that Users understand

▪ Deliver outstanding Customer Experience

▪ Drive operations with real-time visibility: who must do what, when and 

how, with alerts to ensure activities do not become overdue

▪ Unprecedented User Adoption while keeping data clean

How fast can you create Business Apps

to respond to new requirements or changes?
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REDUCE

Time to Market
Create reliable solutions in a fraction 

of the time compared to doing it 

without AgileXRM. Maintain and 

Evolve them even faster!

Project Risk

Avoid developing in Power Platform

and lower the dependency on high-

skill resources. 

Total Cost of Ownership
Beside the cost reduction achieved by 

Automation, a Manage-By-Process 

environment with optimal User 

Experience, minimizes both the user 

training requirements and the number 

of process errors with a direct impact 

on lowering operational expenses.

MAXIMIZE

Personalization

Visually explicit processes, forms and 

dialogs with rich functionality created 

with drag & drop. 

Adaptability
Built to deal with change, as that's the 

nature of competitive business. 

Changes that drive continuous 

performance improvements and new 

requirements are easily included at the 

speed the business requires.

User Adoption
Engage your users with a familiar UI 

that dynamically shows the relevant 

info to perform the task. Empowering 

people to do it right first time, every 

time.

provides the unique tools to quickly 

build Business Apps in Power Platform that 

improve productivity and responsiveness to 
your Customers

Give your App the success it deserves with the right tools to handle business 

process complexity, On Budget, On Time and Exceeding Expectations

Give it a try now! info@agilexrm.com

www.agilexrm.com


